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The literature agrees on the benefits of collaboration in knowledge intensive processes. Much less is known about the configurations that stimulate effective collaboration, leading to desirable outcomes such as knowledge production, innovation or joint publications. Various studies suggest that proximity is a key concept in understanding those configurations. Gravity models show that geographic proximity can explain coauthorship in scientific publications. Ethnographic studies, for example of collaboration around CERN show the importance of technical and social proximity for collaboration. Our focus is on the relation between the outcomes of collaborations and the degree of social, technical and organisational proximity in these collaborations. 
We apply a multidimensional model of proximity that includes geographic distance as well as differences in (technical) expertise, organisational culture, and personal trust. Our aim is to find out what dimensions of proximity are conducive to the (expected) outcomes of collaboration. We use twelve categories of potential outcomes: a new product or process, an innovation; a patent, copyright or trademark; increase of shared knowledge; higher turnover; joint publications; new policy; joint projects and programmes; new contacts, extension of networks; access to financial funds; access to specific resources; support for ideas; and other benefits.
Proximate people have a tendency to collaborate. On the other hand, if collaborators become “too proximate”, the advantage of collaboration starts to disappear. If two collaborators have identical knowledge, there is no marginal value in their collaboration. We expect collaborators to have some common ground but to be different in other respects. In this paper we investigate whether this holds empirically and whether we can find more detailed patterns.
We examine actual interactions in network relations. The results are based on a survey among professionals in the Dutch water sector. Respondents (egos) were first asked to provide information on their personal characteristics. They were then asked to randomly select three persons from their external professional network (alters). Respondents were asked to provide their perspective on the personal characteristics of their alters, on the nature of their relationship with specific questions on the various dimensions of proximity, and on the benefits that were expected or had been achieved in each relationship. The survey was returned by 618 respondents, of whom 340 answered all questions, allowing us to study 1,020 ego-alter relationships. The survey data allow us to establish the relation between dimensions of proximity and the results of interactions between egos and alters in professional networks in the water sector.
The dimensions of proximity were operationalised using a number of questions per dimension, with answers on a 6-point Likert scale. The items for social proximity were mainly based on the literature on measuring trust, a central concept in social proximity. In addition, we asked for details about the nature of the relationship (e.g. whether ego and alter know each other as peers in former jobs or education, whether they have a contractual relationship, etc). To analyse spatial proximity, respondents were asked to name the locations (city name) where they and their alters usually work. The indicators for organisational proximity were based on the literature on organisational cultures. The respondents also indicate to which societal sector (business, government, academia, NGO) they and their alters belong. Technical proximity (also known as cognitive proximity) is measured using items that indicate whether ego and alter share specific (technical) expertise (specifically shared jargon and shared knowledge on specific instruments). They were also asked to indicate to which part of the water cycle their work belongs, as an additional measure for overlap in technical expertise.
We have analysed whether the perceived degree of social, technical and organisational proximity has a significant relation with the likelihood that a specific outcome  of the collaboration was indicated. Spatial proximity has not yet been analysed; this analysis requires a distance matrix containing all cities mentioned, which will be created in the next phase of the research.
From the preliminary results it becomes clear that there are strong differences between the outcomes in this respect. Innovations (new products or processes) occur more often in relations with higher social proximity. The same seems to hold for technical proximity: the larger the similarity in technical expertise between respondent and relation, the more likely it is that innovation is associated with their relation. Surprisingly, the  direction of organisational proximity is opposite to what general proximity theory would predict: the more dissimilar the organisations are, the more respondents report innovation as an outcome of the relation. 
An increase in shared knowledge was another potential outcome of the collaborations. This is more often reported as an outcome for relations with higher social proximity. There also is a strong and significant relation with technical proximity, in the expected direction. This is also confirmed for technical fields of expertise: if there is overlap in the fields of expertise of the water cycle between ego and alter, it is much more likely that an increase in shared knowledge is reported as an outcome.  
Joint publications contains a rather broad set of outcomes: it can concern co-authored publications in scientific journals, but also policy reports, articles in professional magazines, etc. Relations with higher social proximity more often result in joint publications. The same holds for technical proximity: those with similar technical expertise have a tendency to publish together. The relationship with organisational proximity is fuzzy: most indicators for organisational proximity are not significant. However, results for the distinction between societal sectors is strong and significant: pairs from different societal sectors more often have joint publications than pairs from the same societal sector. 
Future analysis will shed more light on the magnitude of the effects and on their usefulness as predictors in models to explain patterns of collaborations.

